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Caleb Congdon, trumpet*  
Maximo Santana, trombone^  

*The Cool One (1960) ................................................. Benny Golson (b. 1929)

^Beep Durple (2016) .................................................. Marquis Hill (b. 1987)

Infant Eyes (1979) ................................................... Wayne Shorter (1933–2023)

^Gettin' It Done (2012) ................................................ Steve Davis (b. 1967)

^Isadora (2010) .................................................. Christian Scott aTunde Adjuah (b. 1983)

^Autumn Leaves (1945) ........................................... Joseph Kosma (1905–1969)

Personnel
Brenin Coin, piano  •  Anthony Casolari, bass  
Jeffrey Dalton, drumset  •  David Brown, vibraphone
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